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1 Introduction

A map is an efficient tool for communicating geographic information. Traditionally

maps have been distributed in paper form with the topographic map as the most

common example. Nowadays, geographic data are stored in data bases. National

Mapping Agencies handle the topographic information, Geological Surveys the

geological information, Central Statistical Offices the population information, Cadastral

Services the land information and so on. When a nation has organised these data, geo-

referenced them and documented them in a standardised way a national geo-spatial data

infrastructure has been obtained. The next problems are to keep the data up to date and

to make use of the data in different Geographical Information Services (GIS).

A map is still the best tool to visualise geographic information, however, nowadays in

the information age, the map also serves as a user interface in different GISs. The most

common structure of a GIS seems to be an application built around a server, where the

data and basic functions reside and with the user ofthe service has a communication.

When we now are seeing wireless techniques with high capacity Maps and Geographic

Informationfor Everyone Everywhere can be a reality.

This paper will deal with activities in different commissions of ICA and recent

developments in Information Communication Technology (ICT) in order to elucidate

the possibilities of widely distributed geographical information services.

2 The International Cartographic Association - ICA

The International Cartographic Association (ICA) was founded in 1959. The main

reason for founding a special association for cartography was the fast developing

technique and the growing demand for maps in the post-war society. Map producers all

over the world found that they had to share knowledge and competence in a period of

transition. Nowadays, the focus is more on the geo-information - how to collect, store,

maintain, and use it. It is easy to conclude that the geo-spatial information societies all

have their special interests in this chain.

Originally ICA had a connection to IGU - the International Geographical Union.

Through the years this connection has faded and ICA is now recognised as an

independent non-governmental, scientific organisation by the UN. Now ICA has about

80 national members and some 20 affiliate members. The national members form the

General Assembly, who meets every four years to get a review of the last four years and

to elect the board, commission chairs and to decide upon the work plan for the coming
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period. The activities of the commissions are the most important part of the work plan.

At the last General Assembly in Durban, 2003 a Strategic Plan was adopted and a

decision taken that ICA shall operate and service the members in four fields: Science,

Education, Professional Practice and Society .

ICA has about 20 commissions and working groups . These cover most aspects of

cartography. Relevant for this paper are:

Commission on Maps and the Internet

Commission on Visualisation and Virtual Realities

Commission on Ubiquitous Mapping

Commission on Generalisation and Multiple Representation

- Commission on Incremental Updating and Versioning

Commission on Spatial Data Standards and

The Working Group Mapping Africa for Africa

A review of the work and activities these groups are undertaken will give the state-of-

the-art in the field of dissemination and use of geographic information.

3 Standards for Communication of Geographic Information

In 1980s, when the standardisation in the area of geographic information started, the

goal was to find a transfer standard. The first one was a Canadian file format for

satellite data. In US the Federal Geographic Data Committee developed one, Great

Britain another an NATO a third. Furthermore, the car industry came up with the

Geographic Data File in order to get comparable data for vehicle navigation from

different countries. However, the lack of a transfer standard was only a symptom ofthe

real problem. Soon it became obvious that not only the information must be

standardised but also the whole process ofhow geographic information was compiled,

described, stored, distributed and used must also be standardised. The concept ofgeo-

spatial data infrastructure was born in the late 80s and given a big promotion by

President Clinton's executive order in April, 1994, where he instructed the federal

agencies to contribute to a National Spatial Data Infrastructure for the United States of

America .

Very soon ISO became involved and the technical committee ISO/TC211 has since

1994 involved over 800 persons in the work 4. Almost all international societies with a
connection to geographic information are engaged as liaison partners and through the

Open Geo-spatial Consortium (OGC)5 companies in the commercial sector are
involved. ISO/TC211 produces official standards and OGC supports industry standard.

An example of an OGC standard that will be adopted as an ISO standard is GML -

Geographic Mark-up Language. A GML file contains descriptions of geographical

objects with geometry and other attributes. Ordnance Survey of Great Britain has

chosen GML as the standard for distribution of their topographic data in digital form. A

GML file can be further manipulated by different standardised tools to obtain an SVG

file, a special XML file that can be sent and displayed on a mobile phone. SVG stands

1 The Strategic Plan of ICA http://www.icaci.org/en/ICA Strategic Plan 2003-08-16.pdf

2 http://www.icaci.org

3 http://www.fgdc.gov/publications/documents/eeninfo/execord.html

4 http://www.isotc2U .ore

5 http://www,opengeospatial.org
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for Scalable Vector Graphics and is well suited for displaying a map on a mobile device.

Furthermore, OGC has been instrumental in the support of Location Based Services

(LBS) and produced a platform called OpenLS or XML for Location Services .

With all these standards we now have got some ofthe necessary technical tools for

providing maps and geographic information to everyone everywhere. We also need

wireless communication.

4 Wireless Communication

When mobile communication was introduced in the Nordic countries it was based on

NMT450, which means the Nordic Mobile Telecommunication network using a radio

frequency in the 450 MHz band. NMT450 is an analogue system of the 1st generation.

With the 2nd generation mobile communication became digital. The most well known is
GSM being developed since 1980s7. It uses frequencies from 900 MHz up to 2 GHz
with a smaller coverage range than NMT450. GSM facilitates data communication in

circuit connections. GPRS 8 is a further step in supporting digital mobile
communication and wireless Internet. In GPRS the communication is divided into 8

time slots, which means that a message is divided in small pieces that has to be

reassembled by the receiver. With the introduction of GPRS we also got better

possibilities to develop and use mobile information services based on Wireless

Application Protocol (WAP)9. The 3rd generation, UMTS I0 or W-CDMA n will
provide even better data communication by supporting transfer protocol for sending

data as parcels with an address in almost the same manner as in common ICT networks.

The cell phone will act as a terminal for Internet and e-mail.

One disadvantage with the new technique we discovered in Sweden was the limited

coverage. A dense network of antennas is needed and the sparsely populated areas

could not be covered to a reasonable cost. Among others, the forestry industry became

worried - a substitute to NMT450 was needed and the Swedish IT minister Ulrica

Messing promised governmental support for the NMT450 until a subsistute was found.

Nokia and Ericsson launched a project to develop a GSM450 solution but both soon

stopped the project. Now, another solution is coming as CDMA450 12. In only a couple
of years ofdevelopment the technology is being deployed by operators in countries as

diverse as Brazil, Ethiopia, India and China.

The first Eastern Europe commercial CDMA 450 network was launched in 2003 by

Zapp Mobile of Romania. That was quickly followed by operators in Russia, Belarus,

Georgia, Latvia and Uzbekistan. Then, in 2004, Czech Republic operator Eurotel

launchied the first CDMA450 data only network with a 'real world' data throughput

rateof300to800kbits/s.

The first Central European CDMA450 deployment was in Portugal. This first

CDMA450 network has been followed by deployments of the technology in a number

6 http://xml.coverpages.org/ni2003-04-22-a.html

7 Read more about GSM at http://ccnga.uwaterloo.ca/~iscouria/GSfift/gsmreport,html

8 Read more about GPRS at http://www.gsmworld.com/technologv/gprs/intro.shtmltfl

9 Read more about WAP at http://www.openmobiIealliance.org/tech/arFiliates/wap/wapindex.html

10 Read more about UMTS http://www.umts-forum,org/servlet/dycon/ztumts/umts/Live/en/umts/Home

1' Read more about WCDMA at http://www.umtsworld.com/technology/wcdma.htm

12 Read more about CDMA450 at http://www.cdg.org/technology/3g/cdma450.asp
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of European countries. In Sweden the regulator Post-och telestyrelsen (PTS) is

consulting on the future usage of the 450MHz spectrum and a decision was taken in

February 2005 to allocate certain slots of the spectrum to Nordisk Mobiltelefon. The

aim is to find a replacement for the NMT450 system that currently provides the only

means of communication for people living in Sweden's remote areas. The CDMA450

system will bring not just voice but also high speed data communication to these

regions for both private use and professional practice. Nordisk Mobiltelefon has already

been allocated spectrum licenses in Norway and Finland.

CDMA450 is also of interest in countries without a history ofNMT450 deployment.

There are commercial networks in Indonesia, Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Kenya,

Ethiopia, Uganda and Nigeria. CDMA450 licences have been issued in Pakistan and

there is regulatory activity in Namibia, South Africa and Jamaica.

My conclusion of this review 13 is that CDMA450 is a realistic alternative for rural areas
to be used as a complement to UMTS (CDMA2000) for the densely built up areas,

where a CDMA450 might be overloaded.

5 Conclusion

The review ofthe technical preconditions shows that the technique is not the obstacle

for the distribution ofmaps and geographic information to everyone everywhere. The

last problem with a suitable solution for sparsely populated and remote areas has been

overcome. However, the remaining problem is the lack of geographic data. Many

countries are lacking the fundamental data. The geographic information community has

to pool their resources in order to improve the situation. The initiative Mapping Africa

for Afiica was created with the spirit to work together and to share knowledge. We have

to support our less favoured neighbours.
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